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Radiative corrections to gauge boson and Higgs production computed recently using soft-collinear
effective theory (SCET) require the one-loop high-scale matching coefficients in the standard model.
We give explicit expressions for the matching coefficients for the effective field theory (EFT) oper-
ators for qq¯ → V V and qq¯ → φ†φ for a general gauge theory with an arbitrary number of gauge
groups. The group theory factors are given explicitly for the standard model, including both QCD
and electroweak corrections.
I. INTRODUCTION
QCD and electroweak radiative corrections to high en-
ergy scattering amplitudes were computed recently us-
ing effective field theory methods [1–7], by extending
SCET [8–11] to broken gauge theories with massive gauge
bosons. The radiative corrections (including the purely
electroweak ones) are large because of Sudakov double-
logarithms; for example the electroweak corrections to
transverse W pair production are 37% at 2 TeV. The
computation of radiative corrections is divided into a
matching computation from the standard model onto
SCET at a high scale Q of order the center-of-mass en-
ergy
√
s, and the scattering amplitude in the effective
theory. Logarithms of the form log2Q2/M2Z , includ-
ing the Sudakov double logarithms, are summed using
renormalization group evolution in the effective theory.
The high-scale matching coefficients for vector boson and
Higgs production were included in the numerical results
of Refs. [1, 2]. In this paper we give a detailed discussion
of the required matching calculation, and explicit results
for a gauge theory with an arbitrary number of gauge
groups, as well as results for the SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)
standard model theory.
The computation of radiative corrections to gauge bo-
son and Higgs production is not new, and has been ob-
tained previously by fixed order calculations by many
groups [12–39]. However, the matching computation we
need is not readily available in the literature. What
is available is the total one-loop scattering amplitude,
which is the sum of the matching coefficient and the
SCET amplitude, and our results agree with existing
computations for the sum. The EFT computation re-
quires the matching and SCET contributions separately,
so that large logarithms can be summed using renormal-
ization group evolution in the effective theory.
In Sec. VIII, we show how the matching computation
is related to the S-matrix for parton scattering. Using
this, we can use the matching coefficients to compute
the one-loop corrections to the qq¯ → gg cross-section
in QCD. This was computed a long time ago by Ellis
and Sexton [34], and we have checked that our ampli-
tude reproduces their cross-section. Kunszt, Signer and
Tro´csa´nyi [35] give the helicity amplitudes for qq¯ → gg
for an SU(N) gauge theory, and we agree with their re-
sults.
In this paper, we give expressions for the one-loop
matching contributions for gauge boson pair production
and scalar production. These can then be used to com-
pute the renormalization group improved scattering am-
plitudes for transverse and longitudinal gauge boson pair
production, as well as Higgs production, using the results
in Refs. [1, 2]. We give the results for the individual Feyn-
man diagrams as the product of a Feynman integral and
a group theory factor. The results can be used for an ar-
bitrary gauge theory with any number of gauge groups.
Gauge bosons from a maximum of three gauge groups
can occur in a single diagram at one loop.
Section II gives an outline of the method we use to
compute the matching condition. We discuss the rela-
tion between the on-shell diagrams in dimensional regu-
larization and the matching calculation, the group theory
notation, kinematics and the Dirac basis for the matrix
elements. The diagrams for vector boson production are
given in Sec. III, and the standard model amplitude is
given in Sec. IV. Section V gives the graphs for scalar
production, with the standard model results, including
top-quark loops, in Sec. VI. A consistency check be-
tween the matching condition and the EFT anomalous
dimension matrix is verified in Sec. VII. Section VIII
gives the relation between the matching calculation and
the on-shell S-matrix elements in the massless theory.
II. OUTLINE OF METHOD AND NOTATION
The basic processes we consider are f(p1) + f¯(p2) →
V ai (p4) + V
b
j (p3) and f(p1) + f¯(p2) → φ†(p4) + φ(p3).
Here f and f¯ are incoming fermions and antifermions of
momentum p1 and p2, V
a
i (p) is a gauge boson of gauge
group Gi with gauge index a and momentum p, and φ is
a (complex) scalar field. Note that i and j can refer to
different gauge groups, so that our results are also appli-
cable to processes such as qq¯ → Wg. The gauge bosons
V will be taken to have transverse polarization. Massive
gauge bosons which are longitudinally polarized can be
2computed using the φ†φ amplitude and the Goldstone
boson equivalence theorem.
Our EFT results are valid in the regime where
√
s is
much larger than the gauge boson masses MW,Z , the
Higgs mass MZ , and the fermion masses. The match-
ing from the full gauge theory onto the EFT is done at
a scale µ of order
√
s, and power corrections such as
M2Z/s are neglected. Thus the matching coefficients can
be computed by evaluating the graphs in the full the-
ory setting all the particle masses to zero, and neglecting
gauge symmetry breaking. For the standard model, this
implies that the best way to compute the EFT opera-
tors is to match onto operators with W 1,2,3 and B fields,
rather onto operators with W±, Z and A fields.
We first summarize the standard method used to eval-
uate matching conditions for an EFT. More details can
be found, for example, in Refs. [40, 41]. The full theory
graphs are evaluated using dimensional regularization in
4−2ǫ dimension, which regulate the ultraviolet (UV) and
infrared (IR) divergences, and have the schematic form
Afull =
∑
k≥1
Ck
ǫk

UV
+
∑
k≥1
Dk
ǫk

IR
+Afull,finite .(1)
The ultraviolet divergences are cancelled by the full the-
ory renormalization counterterms, leaving the infrared
divergences,
Afull + c.t. =
∑
k≥1
Dk
ǫk

IR
+Afull,finite . (2)
The EFT graphs are also computed using dimensional
regularization. Since all the scales that enter the EFT
computation (such as masses) have been set to zero, the
EFT integrals are all scaleless and vanish. The EFT in-
tegrals have the schematic form
AEFT =
∑
k≥1
C˜k
ǫk

UV
+
∑
k≥1
− C˜k
ǫk

IR
= 0 , (3)
i.e. a cancellation of 1/ǫ terms arising from ultraviolet
and infrared divergences, without any finite part. The
(1/ǫ)UV terms are cancelled by the renormalization coun-
terterms in the EFT, leaving the (1/ǫ)IR terms,
AEFT + c.t. =
∑
k≥1
− C˜k
ǫk

IR
, (4)
The counterterms (and hence the anomalous dimensions)
in the full and effective theories are in general different.
The EFT, by construction, is designed to reproduce the
infrared structure of the full theory. Thus the (1/ǫ)IR in
the full and effective theories must agree,
Dk = −C˜k , (5)
which provides a non-trivial computational check on the
EFT, and also shows that infrared divergences in the full
theory are equal to ultraviolet divergences in the EFT.
The matching coefficient is given by the difference of
the renormalized full and effective theory expressions,
Eqs. (2,4). Using Eq. (5), we see that the matching co-
efficient is Afull,finite. This gives the standard method
of computing matching coefficients — compute graphs
in the full theory in dimensional regularization setting
all EFT scales to zero, and keep only the finite parts.
This is the procedure used here. In giving the values for
the graphs, we will also give the divergent terms, which
should be dropped for the matching corrections. The di-
vergent terms are useful in that they allow one to check
the matching of infrared divergences, and also to com-
pare with the results of Refs. [34, 35]. Scaleless integrals
in the full theory computation have been set to zero, so
the 1/ǫ divergences can be either UV or IR.
A. Group Theory
We consider an arbitrary gauge group ⊗rGr which is a
product of groups with coupling constants gr =
√
4παr.
The generators of Gr are T
a
r and satisfy the commutation
relations [
T ar , T
b
s
]
= if
(r)
abcδrs T
c
r , (6)
where f
(r)
abc are the structure constants of Gr. Some prod-
ucts of group generators can be simplifed in terms of
Casimir operators, e.g.
T bj T
a
i T
b
j =
(
CR(j)− 1
2
δijCA(i)
)
T ai , (7)
where CR is the Casimir of the representation R of the
matrices Tj, and CA(i) is the Casimir of the adjoint rep-
resentation of Gi.
In general, anti-commutators of group generators such
as
{
T ar , T
b
r
}
cannot be simplified. If Gr is an SU(Nr)
group, and Tr is in the fundamental representation, one
has {
T ar , T
b
r
}
=
1
Nr
δ
(r)
ab + d
(r)
abcT
c
r , (8)
where dabc = 0 for SU(2). However, there is no simple
expression such as Eq. (8) in general, not even for ar-
bitrary representations of SU(N). For this reason, we
will give a general expression for the group theory factor
valid for arbitrary gauge theories, and then its value for
a SU(N)× SU(2)× U(1) gauge theory.
Diagrams with a closed fermion or scalar loop con-
tribute at one loop order. We use the symbols TrWF and
TrCS to denote traces over the Weyl fermions and the
complex scalars of the theory, respectively.
For the standard model results, T a are the color gen-
erators, ta are the SU(2) generators, and Y is the U(1)
generator.
3B. Kinematics
The amplitude M is defined as
〈p3 p4 , out|p1 p2 , in〉 = (2π)4δ(4)(p1 + p2 − p3 − p4)iM .
(9)
We will work in the center of mass frame (CMS) through-
out this article. For f(p1)+f¯(p2)→ V ai (p4)+V bj (p3), the
Dirac structure can be written as a linear combination of
five basic terms
M0 = v¯(p2)/ǫ4
(
/p4 − /p2
)
/ǫ3PLu(p1) ,
M1 = v¯(p2)/p4(ǫ4 · ǫ3)PLu(p1) ,
M4 = v¯(p2)/ǫ4(ǫ3 · p1)PLu(p1) ,
M5 = −v¯(p2)/ǫ3(ǫ4 · p2)PLu(p1) ,
M6 = v¯(p2)/p4(ǫ4 · p2)(ǫ3 · p1)PLu(p1) , (10)
in the notation of Sack [36], where ǫµi ≡ ǫµ(pi) and
PL ≡ (1− γ5) /2. The other amplitudes used by Sack
(M2,3,7,8,9) vanish for transversely polarized on-shell
gauge bosons, neglecting power corrections.
For scalar production, the Dirac structure which enters
is
Mφ = v¯(p2)/p4PLu(p1) . (11)
The full amplitude is the sum of all diagrams Ri with
group theory factor Ci,
M =
∑
i
C(Ri)Ri . (12)
In many cases, a diagram R has a corresponding crossed
graph which we denote by R¯ with group theory factor
C(R¯).
The Mandelstam variables are defined as
s = (p1 + p2)
2 ,
t = (p1 − p4)2 ,
u = (p1 − p3)2 . (13)
to agree with the conventions of Refs. [1, 2].
Under the exchange of the two final state gauge bosons,
ǫ3 ↔ ǫ4, p3 ↔ p4, the matrix elements and Mandelstam
variables transform as
M0 ↔M0 + 2M1 ,
M1 → −M1 ,
M4 ↔M5 ,
M6 ↔ −M6 ,
t↔ u ,
s↔ s . (14)
If there is a crossed graph, then R¯ is obtained from R
using Eq. (14).
Throughout the article, space-time is d = 4 − 2ǫ di-
mensional which regulates the ultraviolet as well as the
infrared behavior, and we work in ’t Hooft-Feynman
gauge, ξ = 1. Furthermore, we define the function
LX ≡ log(−X−i0+)/µ2. For scattering kinematics, s > 0
and t, u < 0, the correct analytical continuation is given
by
Ls = log(s/µ
2)− iπ ,
Lt = log(−t/µ2) ,
Lu = log(−u/µ2) . (15)
We have assumed that the incoming fermion is a left-
chiral field, so that the incoming fermion f has helicity
h = −1/2 and incoming antifermion f¯ has helicity h =
1/2. The results for a right-chiral field are given by PL →
PR.
C. EFT Lagrangian
We give the Feynman diagram results for the on-shell
scattering amplitude M. This also gives the matching
condition onto the SCET operators in the EFT. The EFT
Lagrangian is
L =
1
2
∑
p1,p2,p3,p4
Mia,jb(p1, p2, p3, p4)V i,ap4 V j,bp3 ψ¯p2ψp1
(16)
for vector boson production, and
L =
∑
p1,p2,p3,p4
Mia,jb(p1, p2, p3, p4)φ†p4φp3 ψ¯p2ψp1
(17)
for scalar production. The subscripts pi are the label
momenta of the external SCET fields, and are summed
over.
The vector boson term has a factor of 1/2 because there
are two identical fields. To make clear the combinatorial
factor of 1/2, consider the production of aW boson with
momentum pW and a gluon with momentum pg. This
is obtained from M by picking out the term with i, a
in SU(2) and j, b in SU(3), and setting p4 = pW and
p3 = pg or the term with i, a in SU(3) and j, b in SU(2),
and setting p4 = pg and p3 = pW , but not both.
D. Topologies
The diagrams are classified in seven different topolo-
gies shown in Figure 1. Note that we do not explicitly
draw the crossed topologies. Because this is a matching
calculation, counterterm diagrams and wavefunction cor-
rections are omitted. The on-shell wavefunction graphs
are scaleless, and vanish in dimensional regularization.
4T1 T2 T3
T4 T5 T6
T7
FIG. 1. The seven different topologies for a general 2 → 2
scattering process. The ⊗ denotes a one particle irreducible
subdiagram. Wavefunction renormalization diagrams are
omitted.
R1 R2
FIG. 2. The tree level diagrams. Quarks, gauge bosons,
scalars and ghosts are denoted by solid, wavy, dashed and
dotted lines, respectively. Crossed diagrams are not shown.
III. DIAGRAMS FOR VECTOR BOSON
PRODUCTION
We provide the result of each tree-level and one-loop di-
agram Ri and list the group theory structure Ci in a gen-
eral form in terms of generators of the gauge groups. The
pertinent group theory factors for the Standard Model
are given in the Section IV.
A. Tree level amplitude
The tree level diagrams are shown in Figure 2. For the
tree level amplitude, the group theory factors and the
diagrams read
C(R1) = gigjT bj T ai ,
C(R¯1) = gigjT ai T bj ,
C(R2) = g2i
(
−iδijf (i)abcT ci
)
(18)
R1 = −1
t
(M0 + 2M1) ,
R¯1 = − 1
u
(M0) ,
R2 = −1
s
(2M1) . (19)
where R¯1 is the crossed-graph related to R1. R2 does not
have a crossed graph.
B. Topology T1
The four diagrams shown in Figure 3 share topology T1.
1. T1a
C(RT1a) = g
4
i
16π2
δijf
(i)
ebcf
(i)
aedT
c
i T
d
i (20)
RT1a =
M0
t
{
− 2
ǫ2
+
2(Ls − 1)
ǫ
+
1
u
[
−3tL2s − (s+ 4t)L2t + 2(s+ 4t)LsLt + 2uLt − π2
(
7
6
s+
25
6
t
)
− 4u
]}
5T1a T1b
T1c T1d
FIG. 3. Diagrams with topology T1. See caption of Figure 2.
+M1
{
− 1
ǫ2
(
9
s
+
4
t
)
+
1
ǫ
(
4Ls
t
+
8Lt
s
+
Ls
s
− 2
s
− 4
t
)
+
1
u2ts
[
1
2
t(9s2 + 14st+ 7t2)L2s + s(2s+ t)(s+ 2t)L
2
t
−2(2s3 + 9s2t+ 10st2 + 4t3)LsLt − 2t2uLs − 2us(2s+ 3t)Lt + π2
(7
3
s3 +
125
12
s2t+
71
6
st2 +
19
4
t3
)
−8s3 − 20s2t− 16st2 − 4t3
]}
+
M4 +M5
t
{
− 2
ǫ2
+
1
ǫ
(
2t
s
+ 2Lt
)
+
1
u2
[
−t(3s+ 4t)L2s − (s2 + 5st+ 5t2)L2t + 2t(3s+ 4t)LsLt
+2ut(2s+ t)
Ls
s
− 2utLt + π2
(s2
6
− 8
3
st− 23
6
t2
)
+ 4
t3
s
+ 4st+ 8t2
]}
+
M6
tu3
{
−4t(s+ 2t)(Ls − Lt)2 + 4u(3s+ 5t)(Ls − Lt)− 4π2t
(
s+ 2t
)
− 4u2
}
(21)
The crossed graph R¯T1a is given by applying Eq. (14) to RT1a, and has color factor
C(R¯T1a) = g
4
i
16π2
δijf
(i)
eacf
(i)
bedT
c
i T
d
i (22)
given from C(RT1a) by i, a↔ j, b.
2. T1b
C(RT1b) = g
3
i gj
16π2
(if
(i)
dac)T
c
i T
b
j T
d
i (23)
The diagram is given by
RT1b =
M0
tu
{
2s
ǫ2
+
2uLu + 2tLt + s
ǫ
+
1
s2
[
−st(2s+ 3t)L2u + su (s+ 3t) L2t + 2s(s2 + 3st+ 3t2)LuLt + s2tLu + s2uLt
−π2
(
7
6
s3 + 3s2t+ 3st2
)
+ 2s3
]}
+
M1
t
{
− 4
ǫ2
+
4Lu − 2
ǫ
+
1
s2u
[
3stuL2u + su (2s+ 3t) L
2
t − 2su (2s+ 3t)LuLt + 2s2uLt − π2
(
7
3
s3 +
16
3
s2t+ 3st2
)
+4s3 + 4s2t
]}
6+
M4
tu
{
4s
ǫ
+
1
s2
[
−3stu (Lu − Lt)2 + 4s2tLu + 4s2uLt + π2
(
3s2t+ 3st2
)
+ 8s3
]}
+
M5
tu
{
2s
ǫ2
+
2uLt + 2tLu
ǫ
+
1
s2
[
st(2s+ 3t)L2u − su(s+ 3t)L2t + 6stuLuLt + π2
(
−1
6
s3 + 3s2t+ 3st2
)]}
+M6 12
tu
(Lt − Lu) . (24)
The crossed graph R¯T1b is given by applying Eq. (14) to RT1b, and has color factor
C(R¯T1b) =
gig
3
j
16π2
(if
(j)
dbc)T
c
j T
a
i T
d
j (25)
given from C(RT1a) by i, a↔ j, b.
3. T1c
C(RT1c) =
∑
k
gigjg
2
k
16π2
T ckT
b
j T
a
i T
c
k (26)
RT1c =
M0
t
[
2
ǫ2
− 2Ls
ǫ
+ 2LsLt − 7π
2
6
− L2t
]
+
M1
t
{
4
ǫ2
− 4Ls
ǫ
+
1
u2
[
stL2s − (2s2 + 3st+ 2t2)L2t + 2(2s2 + 3st+ 2t2)LsLt + 2tu(Ls − Lt)− π2
(7
3
s2 +
11
3
st+
7
3
t2
)]}
+
M4 +M5
t
{
4
ǫ
+
1
u2
[
t(3s+ 2t)(Ls − Lt)2 + 2utLs + 2u(2s+ t)Lt + π2t
(
3s+ 2t
)
+ 8u2
]}
+
M6
tu3
{
4t(2s+ t)(Ls − Lt)2 − 4u(3s+ t)(Ls − Lt) + 4π2t
(
2s+ t
)
− 4u2
}
(27)
The crossed graph R¯T1c is given by applying Eq. (14) to RT1c, and has color factor
C(R¯T1c) =
∑
k
gigjg
2
k
16π2
T ckT
a
i T
b
j T
c
k (28)
given from C(RT1c) by i, a↔ j, b.
4. T1d
C(RT1d) = g
4
i
16π2
δij
{
T di , T
c
i
}
f
(i)
adgf
(i)
bcg (29)
The result of the diagram is
RT1d =
M4 +M5
s
[
2
ǫ
− 2Ls + 4
]
. (30)
There is no corresponding crossed graph.
C. Topology T2
The diagrams of topology T2 are shown in Figure 4.
1. T2a
The sum of the ghost graph and its crossed-graph is
C(RT2a) = g
4
i
16π2
δijif
(i)
dcff
(i)
fbef
(i)
eadT
c
i
(31)
RT2a =
M1
s
[
− 1
6ǫ
+
Ls
6
− 11
18
]
(32)
7T2a T2b
T2c T2d
T2e T2f
T2g T2h
FIG. 4. Diagrams of topology T2. See caption of Figure 2.
2. T2b
The sum of the scalar graph and its crossed graph is
C(RT2b) =
∑
k
g2i g
2
k
16π2
δijif
(i)
abgT
c
k TrCS (T
c
kT
g
i )
RT2b =
M1
s
[
2
3ǫ
− 2Ls
3
+
22
9
]
. (33)
If the gauge generators are orthogonal, then the TrCS
factor is proportional to δik. However, in general, the
generators for U(1) factors need not be orthogonal.
3. T2c
There is no crossed graph since the gauge bosons are
real fields.
C(RT2c) = i g
4
i
16π2
δijf
(i)
cdff
(i)
daef
(i)
ebfT
c
i ,
RT2c =
M1
s
[
3
ǫ2
+
17− 6Ls
2ǫ
+
3
2
L
2
s −
17
2
Ls − π
2
4
+
95
6
]
.
(34)
T3a T4a
T3b T4b
FIG. 5. Diagrams of topology T3. See caption of Figure 2.
4. T2d
The sum of graph T2d and its crossed graph is
C(RT2d) =
∑
k
g2i g
2
k
16π2
iδijf
(i)
abgT
c
kTrWF (T
c
kT
g
i )
RT2d =
M1
s
[
4
3ǫ
− 4
3
Ls +
14
9
]
(35)
Graph T2d also has a piece proportional to the ǫ
symbol, with a group theory factor proportional to
TrWF (T
c
k
{
T bj , T
a
i
]}. This contribution is proportional
to the gauge anomaly, must vanish when summed over
all fermions in the loop for a consistent gauge theory, and
so has not been given explicitly. Our result for T2d dif-
fers from that in Ref. [37]. The formulæ in Sec. (14.13)
give 26/9 instead of 14/9 for the finite part.
5. T2e, T2f, T2g and T2h
All these diagrams vanish.
D. Topologies T3 and T4
The diagrams with topology T3 and T4 are shown in
Figure 5.
1. T3a
C(RT3a) = g
3
i gj
16π2
1
2
CA(i)T
b
j T
a
i (36)
RT3a =
M0 + 2M1
t
[
2
ǫ2
− 2Lt
ǫ
+ L2t −
π2
6
]
+
M5
t
[
− 2
ǫ2
+
2Lt
ǫ
− L2t +
π2
6
+ 2
]
(37)
8The crossed graph R¯T3a is given by applying Eq. (14)
to R3a, and has color factor
C(R¯T3a) =
gig
3
j
16π2
1
2
CA(j)T
a
i T
b
j (38)
given from C(RT3a) by i, a↔ j, b.
2. T3b
C(RT3b) =
∑
k
gigjg
2
k
16π2
T bj T
c
kT
a
i T
c
k (39)
RT3b =
M0 + 2M1
t
[
1
ǫ
− Lt + 4
]
+
M5
t
[
−4
ǫ
+ 4Lt − 10
]
(40)
The crossed graph R¯T3b is given by applying Eq. (14)
to R3b, and has color factor
C(R¯T3b) =
∑
k
gigjg
2
k
16π2
T iaT
c
kT
b
j T
c
k (41)
given from C(RT3b) by i, a↔ j, b.
3. T4a
C(RT4a) =
gig
3
j
16π2
1
2
CA(j)T
b
j T
a
i (42)
RT4a =
M0 + 2M1
t
[
2
ǫ2
− 2Lt
ǫ
+ L2t −
π2
6
]
+
M4
t
[
− 2
ǫ2
+
2Lt
ǫ
− L2t +
π2
6
+ 2
]
(43)
The crossed graph R¯T4a is given by applying Eq. (14)
to RT4a, and has color factor
C(R¯T4a) = g
3
i gj
16π2
1
2
CA(i)T
a
i T
b
j (44)
given from C(RT4a) by i, a↔ j, b.
4. T4b
C(RT4b) =
∑
k
gigjg
2
k
16π2
T ckT
b
j T
c
kT
a
i (45)
T5a T5b
FIG. 6. Diagrams of topology T5. See caption of Figure 2.
RT4b =
M0 + 2M1
t
[
1
ǫ
− Lt + 4
]
+
M4
t
[
−4
ǫ
+ 4Lt − 10
]
(46)
The crossed graph R¯T4b is given by applying Eq. (14)
to R4b, and has color factor
C(R¯T4b) =
∑
k
gigjg
2
k
16π2
T ckT
i
aT
c
kT
b
j (47)
given from C(RT4b) by i, a↔ j, b.
E. Topology T5
The diagrams with topology T5 are shown in Figure 6.
There are no crossed graphs for this topology.
1. T5a
C(RT5a) = if (i)abcδij
g4i
16π2
CA(i)
2
T ci
RT5a =
M1
s
[
−2
ǫ
+ 2Ls − 4
]
(48)
2. T5b
C(RT5b) =
∑
k
if
(i)
abcδij
g2i g
2
k
16π2
T dk T
c
i T
d
k
RT5b =
M1
s
[
− 4
ǫ2
− 6
ǫ
+
4
ǫ
Ls − 2L2s + 6Ls − 16 +
π2
3
]
(49)
F. Topology T6
The diagrams with topology T6 are shown in Figure 7.
There are no crossed diagrams with this topology.
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T6e T6f
FIG. 7. Diagrams of topology T6. See caption of Figure 2.
1. T6a
C(RT6a) = g
4
i
16π2
if
(i)
abcδijCA(i)T
c
i
RT6a =
M1
s
[
19
6ǫ
− 19
6
Ls +
58
9
]
(50)
2. T6b
C(RT6b) = g
4
i
16π2
if
(i)
abcδijCA(i)T
c
i
RT6b =
M1
s
[
1
6ǫ
− 1
6
Ls +
4
9
]
(51)
3. T6c
C(RT6c) =
∑
k
g2i g
2
k
16π2
if
(i)
abcδijTrCS(T
c
i T
d
k )T
d
k
RT6c =
M1
s
[
− 2
3ǫ
+
2
3
Ls − 16
9
]
(52)
4. T6d
C(RT6d) =
∑
k
g2i g
2
k
16π2
if
(i)
abcδijTrWF (T
c
i T
d
k )T
d
k
T7
FIG. 8. Diagram with topology T7. See caption of Figure 2.
RT6d =
M1
s
[
− 4
3ǫ
+
4
3
Ls − 20
9
]
(53)
5. T6e, T6f
These diagrams vanish in dimensional regularization.
G. Topology T7
The diagram with topology T7 is shown in Figure 8.
C(RT7) =
∑
k
gigjg
2
k
16π2
T bj T
c
kT
c
kT
a
i
RT7 =
M0 + 2M1
t
[
1
ǫ
− Lt + 1
]
(54)
The crossed graph R¯T7 is given by applying Eq. (14)
to RT7, and has color factor
C(R¯T7) =
∑
k
gigjg
2
k
16π2
T ai T
c
kT
c
kT
b
j (55)
given from C(RT7) by i, a↔ j, b.
IV. q¯q → V V IN THE STANDARD MODEL
The group theory factors for q¯q → V ai V bj have been
written in a form where they are applicable to gauge
boson production for an arbitrary product group, with
fermions in an arbitrary irreducible representation. In
this section, we tabulate the group theory factors and
give their values for the standard model.
The group theory factors when the two vector bosons
belong to the same group Gi are given in Table I. The
only assumption we have made on the structure of the
gauge theory is that the gauge generators are orthogonal,
TrCS
(
T ai T
b
j
)
= δabδijT (CS)i ,
TrWF
(
T ai T
b
j
)
= δabδijT (WF )i , (56)
which define T (CS)i and T (WF )i . The orthogonality only
needs to be checked if both i and j correspond to U(1)
factors, and is satisfied in theories which arise as the low-
energy limit of unified theories based on semisimple Lie
10
groups. The group factors and coupling constants have
to be evaluated using their values for Gi in the represen-
tation of the fermion.
The group theory factors have been written in terms
of
Gf = ifabcT c ,
G+ = 1
2
{
T a, T b
}
,
GTT = 1
2
facgfbch
{
T g, T h
}
. (57)
G+ and GTT can not, in general, be written as expressions
linear in the group generators T a. For SU(N) groups in
the fundamental representation,
G+ = 1
2
dabcT
c +
1
2N
δab ,
GTT = 1
4
CAdabcT
c +
1
2
δab , (58)
but these expressions are not valid for general SU(N)
representations. Some examples of GTT for higher
SU(N) representations are given in Appendix A of
Ref. [42]. For U(1) groups,
Gf = 0 ,
G+ = Y 2i ,
GTT = 0 , (59)
where Yi is the U(1) charge.
ΛQ is defined by
ΛQ =
∑
i
αiCF,Q(i) (60)
where CF,Q(i) is the quadratic Casimir of the incoming
fermion under gauge group Gi, and the sum is over all
gauge groups. CA is the Casimir in the adjoint represen-
tation.
For the standard model, the high-energy amplitude is
most conveniently written in terms of the gauge bosons
of the unbroken gauge theory —W a of SU(2), B of U(1)
and gluonsGa of SU(3), and we can use Eqs. (58,59) with
Yi → YQ = 1/6 and N = 2, 3. The d-symbol vanishes for
SU(2). The factors in Eqs. (56,60) are
T (CS)i =

0 for SU(3)
1
2nS for SU(2)
1
2nS for U(1) ,
T (WF )i =
 2ng for SU(3)2ng for SU(2)10
3 ng for U(1) ,
(61)
and
ΛQ =
4
3
α3 +
3
4
α2 + Y
2
Qα1 (62)
where ng = 3 is the number of fermion generations, and
nS = 1 is the number of Higgs doublets.
S1
FIG. 9. Tree level diagram for the production of two scalars.
See caption of Figure 2.
Group theory factors for the crossed graphs are given
by a↔ b, so that Gf → −Gf changes sign, G+ → G+ and
GTT → GTT .
Group theory factors for the production of gauge
bosons in two different gauge groups are given in Ta-
ble II. The gauge bosons with momentum p4 and p3 are
V ai and V
b
j , respectively. We define
ρ =
√
αiαj T
a
i T
b
j . (63)
The factors for the crossed graphs are given by i ↔ j.
This gives the group theory factors for the reactions
q¯q → Ga(p4)W b(p3), q¯q → Ga(p4)B(p3) and q¯q →
W a(p4)B(p3). The reaction q¯q → W a(p3)Gb(p4), is re-
lated to q¯q → Ga(p4)W b(p3) by exchanging the final
gauge bosons, i.e. by the swap i, a, p4 ↔ j, b, p3.
V. SCALAR PRODUCTION
The notation for the scalar production is analogous to
that for vector boson production. The full amplitude is
given by the sum of all diagrams Si with group theory
factor C(Si).
M =
∑
i
C(Si)Si . (64)
As in the vector boson case, the S¯ and C¯ denote the
crossed diagrams and group theory factors. The Dirac
matrix element is
Mφ = v¯(p2)/p4PLu(p1) . (65)
The diagrams are classified in terms of the topologies
given in Figure 1. Exchanging the two final state scalars
gives
Mφ ↔ −Mφ ,
t↔ u . (66)
A. Tree level amplitude
The tree level diagram is shown in Figure 9.
At tree level, one finds
C(S1) =
∑
i
g2i T
a
i ⊗ T ai ,
S1 =
2
s
Mφ . (67)
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R1 4piα
(
G+ − 12Gf
)
R2 −4piαGf
T1a −α2
(
GTT − 14CAGf
)
T1b − 1
2
α2CAG+ + α2GTT T1c α
(
1
4
αCA − 12ΛQ
)
Gf + α2GTT T1d 2α2GTT
+α (ΛQ − αCA)G+
T2a 1
2
α2CAGf T2b α2T (CS)i Gf T2c − 12α2CAGf T2d α2T
(WF )
i Gf
T3a 1
2
α2CA
(
G+ − 12Gf
)
T3b α
(
G+ − 12Gf
) [
ΛQ − 12αCA
]
T4a 1
2
α2CA
(
G+ − 12Gf
)
T4b α
(
G+ − 12Gf
) [
ΛQ − 12αCA
]
T5a 1
2
α2CAGf T5b αGf
[
ΛQ − 12αCA
]
T6a α2CAGf T6b α2CAGf T6c α2T (CS)i Gf T6d α2T (WF )i Gf
T7 α
(
G+ − 12Gf
)
ΛQ
TABLE I. Group theory coefficients Ci for the production of two identical gauge bosons. The coefficients C¯i of the crossed
diagrams are given by Ci with a ↔ b, under which Gf → −Gf , G+ → G+ and GTT → GTT . The notation is explained in the
main text.
R1 4piρ R2 0
T1a 0 T1b − 1
2
ραiCA(i) T1c ρ
[
ΛQ − 12αiCA(i)− 12αjCA(j)
]
T1d 0
T2a 0 T2b 0 T2c 0 T2d 0
T3a 1
2
ραiCA(i) T3b ρ
[
ΛQ − 12αiCA(i)
]
T4a 1
2
ραjCA(j) T4b ρ
[
ΛQ − 12αjCA(j)
]
T5a 0 T5b 0
T6a 0 T6b 0 T6c 0 T6d 0
T7 ρΛQ
TABLE II. Group theory coefficients Ci for the production of two different gauge bosons. Here ρ = √αiαjT ai T bj . The coefficients
C¯i of the crossed diagrams are given by Ci with i↔ j.
T1a T1b
FIG. 10. Diagram with topology T1. See caption of Figure 2.
For the group theory factorX⊗Y , X acts on the initial
fermion space and Y on the final scalar particle space.
B. Topology T1
The diagrams of topology T1 are shown in Figure 10.
1. T1a
This diagram vanishes.
2. T1b
C(ST1b) =
∑
ij
g2i g
2
j
16π2
T ai T
b
j ⊗ T bj T ai
ST1b =Mφ
[
− 9
sǫ2
+
1
sǫ
(Ls + 8Lt − 2)− L2s
1
2u
(
7t
s
+ 3
)
+
2
u
L
2
t + LsLt
4
u
(
t− u
s
)
+ Ls
2
s
− 4
s
−π
2
4u
(
11 +
19t
s
)]
(68)
The box diagram ST1b is the only one where a crossed
12
T2a T2b
T2c T2d
T2e
FIG. 11. Diagram with topology T2. See caption of Figure 2.
diagram exists for scalar production. Exchanging the
final state scalars gives the crossed-box graph. The am-
plitude is given by applying Eq. (66) to ST1b. For the
group theory factor, one finds
C(S¯T1b) =
∑
ij
g2i g
2
j
16π2
T ai T
b
j ⊗ T ai T bj . (69)
C. Topology T2
The diagrams of topology T2 are shown in Figure 11.
There are no crossed diagrams with this topology.
1. T2a
C(ST2a) =
∑
i,j
g2i g
2
j
16π2
T ai ⊗ T bj T ai T bj (70)
ST2a =
Mφ
s
[
− 4
ǫ2
− 8
ǫ
+
4
ǫ
Ls − 2L2s + 8Ls − 16 +
π2
3
]
2. T2b
C(ST2b) =
∑
i
g4i
16π2
CA(i)
2
T ai ⊗ T ai (71)
ST2b =
Mφ
s
[
1
ǫ2
− 2
ǫ
− 1
ǫ
Ls +
1
2
L
2
s + 2Ls − 4−
π2
12
]
T5a T5b
FIG. 12. Diagram with topology T5. See caption of Figure 2.
3. T2c, T2d, T2e
These diagrams vanish. Graph T2d is the only diagram
involving the λφ4 coupling.
D. Topologies T3, T4
There are no diagrams with topology T3 and T4.
E. Topology T5
The diagrams of topology T5 are shown in Figure 12.
There are no crossed graphs with this topology.
1. T5a
C(ST5a) =
∑
i,j
g2i g
2
j
16π2
T bi T
a
j T
b
i ⊗ T aj , (72)
ST5a =
Mφ
s
[
− 4
ǫ2
+
−6 + 4Ls
ǫ
− 2L2s + 6Ls +
π2
3
− 16
]
2. T5b
C(ST5b) =
∑
k
g4i
16π2
1
2
CA(i)T
a
i ⊗ T ci
ST5b =
Mφ
s
[
−2
ǫ
+ 2Ls − 4
]
(73)
F. Topology T6
The diagrams of topology T6 are shown in Figure 13.
There are no crossed graphs with this topology.
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T6a T6b
T6c T6d
FIG. 13. Diagram with topology T5. See caption of Figure 2.
1. T6a
C(ST6a) = g
4
i
16π2
CA(i)T
a
i ⊗ T ai
ST6a =
Mφ
s
[
19
6ǫ
− 19
6
Ls +
58
9
]
(74)
2. T6b
C(ST6b) = g
4
i
16π2
CA(i)T
a
i ⊗ T ai
ST6b =
Mφ
s
[
1
6ǫ
− 1
6
Ls +
4
9
]
(75)
3. T6c
C(ST6c) =
∑
k
g2i g
2
k
16π2
T ai ⊗ T dkTrCS(T ai T dk )
ST6c =
Mφ
s
[
− 2
3ǫ
+
2
3
Ls − 16
9
]
(76)
4. T6d
C(ST6d) =
∑
k
g2i g
2
k
16π2
T ai ⊗ T dkTrWF (T ai T dk )
ST6d =
Mφ
s
[
− 4
3ǫ
− 20
9
+
4
3
Ls
]
(77)
VI. qq¯ → φ†φ IN THE STANDARD MODEL
Group theory factors for scalar production are given
in Table III. They depend on group invariants which
are listed below, followed by their values in the standard
model.
ΦB =
∑
i
αiαjT
a
i T
b
j ⊗ T bj T ai
=
[
1
2
α22 + 2α1α2YQYφ
]
ta ⊗ ta
+
[
3
16
α22 + α
2
1Y
2
QY
2
φ
]
1 ⊗ 1
ΦC =
∑
i
αiαjT
a
i T
b
j ⊗ T ai T bj
=
[
−1
2
α22 + 2α1α2YQYφ
]
ta ⊗ ta
+
[
3
16
α22 + α
2
1Y
2
QY
2
φ
]
1 ⊗ 1
Φ1 =
∑
i
αiT
a
i ⊗ T ai
= α2t
a ⊗ ta + α1YQYφ1 ⊗ 1
Φ2 =
∑
i
α2iCA(i)T
a
i ⊗ T ai = 2α22ta ⊗ ta
ΦCS =
∑
i
α2iT (CS)i T ai ⊗ T ai
=
1
2
α22nSt
a ⊗ ta + 2α21nSYQY 3φ 1 ⊗ 1
ΦWF =
∑
i
α2iT (WF )i T ai ⊗ T ai
= 2α22ngt
a ⊗ ta + 10
3
α21ngYQYφ1 ⊗ 1
ΛQ =
∑
i
αiCF,Q(i) =
4
3
α3 +
3
4
α2 + α1Y
2
Q
Λφ =
∑
i
αiCF,φ(i) =
3
4
α2 + α1Y
2
φ (78)
Here Yφ = 1/2 is the hypercharge of the Higgs scalar,
CF,φ is the Casimir in the representation of the scalar
field, and T (CS)i and T (WF )i are defined in Eq. (56).
A. Top quark loops
Top quark loops have to be included in the high scale
matching for scalar production in the standard model,
since the top-quark Yukawa coupling is comparable to
the gauge couplings.
Since this contribution to the high-scale matching de-
pends on the details of the theory, top quark loops are
only computed for the standard model. Here yt is the top
quark Yukawa coupling and Y (tL) and Y (tR) are used for
the U(1) charges of the left- and right-handed top quarks,
14
Stop
FIG. 14. Top quark loop contribution to the amplitude. See
also caption of Figure 2.
S1 4piΦ1
T1b ΦB T¯1b ΦC
T2a − 1
2
Φ2 + ΛφΦ1 T2b
1
2
Φ2
T5a − 1
2
Φ2 + ΛQΦ1 T5b
1
2
Φ2
T6a Φ2 T6b Φ2
T6c ΦCS T6d ΦWF
TABLE III. Group theory coefficients for the production of
two charged scalars. The notation is explained in the main
text.
respectively. Note Y (tR)− Y (tL) = Yφ = 1/2.
The relevant diagram is shown in Figure 14, and has
to be added to the amplitude for scalar production,
Eq. (64), The graph with tL coupling to the gauge boson
is
3y2t
α1
4π
YQY (tL)
Mφ
s
[
−2
ǫ
+ 2Ls − 4
]
1 ⊗ 1
−3y2t
α2
4π
Mφ
s
[
−2
ǫ
+ 2Ls − 4
]
ta ⊗ ta (79)
and the graph with tR coupling to the gauge boson is
− 3y2t
α1
4π
YQY (tR)
Mφ
s
[
−2
ǫ
+ 2Ls − 4
]
1 ⊗ 1 (80)
Stop = −3y2t
α1
4π
YQYφ
Mφ
s
[
−2
ǫ
+ 2Ls − 4
]
1 ⊗ 1
−3y2t
α2
4π
Mφ
s
[
−2
ǫ
+ 2Ls − 4
]
ta ⊗ ta . (81)
using Y (tR)− Y (tL) = Yφ.
VII. CONSISTENCY CHECKS
There is a consistency check on our matching coef-
ficients, which follows from the fact that S-matrix el-
ements are independent of the scale µ at which one
matches from the full theory to SCET. Consider, for
example electroweak gauge boson production by left-
handed quark doublets. There are five SCET operators
which contribute [1, 2]
O1 = Q¯
(u)
2 Q
(u)
1 W
a
4W
a
3
O2 = Q¯
(u)
2 t
cQ
(u)
1 iǫ
abcW a4W
b
3
O3 = Q¯
(u)
2 t
aQ
(u)
1 B4W
a
3
O4 = Q¯
(u)
2 t
aQ
(u)
1 W
a
4 B3
O5 = Q¯
(u)
2 Q
(u)
1 B4B3 (82)
with matching coefficients Ci(µ) at the matching scale µ.
Write the coefficients as
Ci = C
(0)
i + C
(1)
i + . . . (83)
where C
(0)
i are the tree-level coefficients, C
(1)
i are the one-
loop contributions, etc. Then µ-independence implies the
constraint∑
k
µ
dαk
dµ
∂C
(0)
i
∂αk
+ µ
∂C
(1)
i
∂µ
= γ
(1)
ij C
(0)
j (84)
where the sum on k is over the three standard model
gauge groups, and γ
(1)
ij is the one-loop anomalous dimen-
sion in SCET computed in Refs. [1, 2].
The SCET anomalous dimension is
γ = (2γQ + 2γV ) + γS (85)
where γQ and γV = γW,B are the collinear anomalous
dimensions of Q,W , and B, and γS is the soft anomalous
dimension [1, 2]. Using the values in Refs. [1, 2] gives
The anomalous dimension is (L = log s/µ2)
γ = 2γQ1 +

2γW 0 0 0 0
0 2γW 0 0 0
0 0 γW + γB 0 0
0 0 0 γW + γB 0
0 0 0 0 2γB

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+
α1
π
(−iπY 2Q)+ αsπ
(
−4
3
iπ
)
+
α2
π

− 114 iπ U − T 0 0 0
2(U − T ) − 114 iπ + T + U 0 0 0
0 0 − 74 iπ + T + U 0 0
0 0 0 − 74 iπ + T + U 0
0 0 0 0 − 34 iπ
(86)
where the first line is the collinear contribution, and the second line is the soft contribution.
Here
γQ =
(
αs
4π
4
3
+
α2
4π
3
4
+
α1
4π
Y 2Q
)(
2 log
s
µ2
− 3
)
γW =
α2
4π
(
4 log
s
µ2
− 19
6
)
γB =
α1
4π
(
41
6
)
(87)
T = log(−t/s)− iπ, U = log(−u/s)− iπ, and YQ = 1/6.
The consistency condition Eq. (84) is satisfied using
our results for the matching coefficients and Eq. (86).
This only checks the relation between the logµ terms at
one-loop and the tree-level coefficients.
For scalar production by doublet quarks, the EFT op-
erators are
O1 = Q¯
(u)taQ(u)φ†4t
aφ3
O2 = Q¯
(u)Q(u)φ†4φ3 (88)
and the EFT anomalous dimension is [1, 2]
γ = (2γQ + 2γφ) 1 + γS
+
αs
π
(
−4
3
iπ1
)
+
α2
π
(
−3
2
iπ1 +
[
T + U 2(T − U)
3
8 (T − U) 0
])
+
α1
π
(
2YQYφ(T − U)− iπ(Y 2Q + Y 2φ )
)
(89)
where Yφ = 1/2, and
γφ =
(
3
4
α2
4π
+
1
4
α1
4π
)(
2 log
s
µ2
− 4
)
+ 3
y2t
16π2
. (90)
The consistency condition Eq. (84) is again satisfied by
our matching results. Note that the y2t term in γφ is
consistent with the top-quark loop contribution to the
matching Eq. (81).
VIII. RELATION BETWEEN THE S-MATRIX
AND THE MATCHING COEFFICIENT
The results in this paper are for the on-shell diagrams
with dimensional regularization used to regulate the ul-
traviolet and infrared divergences, and all low-energy
scales set to zero. The total amplitude has the form
A = αµ2ǫT + α2µ2ǫL+ . . . , (91)
where T is the tree amplitude, and the one-loop ampli-
tude L contains 1/ǫ UV and IR divergences,
L =
C2
ǫ2
+
C1 +D1
ǫ
+
C2
ǫ
log
µ2
s
+(C1 +D1) log
µ2
s
+
1
2
C2 log
2 µ
2
s
+ F (s, t) .
(92)
Here C1,2 are coefficients of the IR divergences, and D1
is the coefficient of the UV divergence. Since we have set
scaleless integrals to zero, we cannot distinguish IR and
UV divergences, and our calculation thus gives C1 +D1,
but not each term separately. Note that the coefficient
of the logµ2 term is proportional to the sum of the 1/ǫ
UV plus IR singularitites.
To this must be added the counterterm graphs, which
cancel the ultraviolet divergence D1/ǫ, to give the renor-
malized S-matrix element
S = αµ2ǫT + α2µ2ǫ
{
C2
ǫ2
+
C1
ǫ
+
C2
ǫ
log
µ2
s
+(C1 +D1) log
µ2
s
+
1
2
C2 log
2 µ
2
s
+ F (s, t)
}
= A− α2µ2ǫD1
ǫ
(93)
The counterterm graphs must cancel all the UV singular-
ities, since the the theory is renormalizable, so there is no
overall 1/ǫ divergence times a qq¯V V or qq¯φ†φ operator.
Note that the counterterm graphs cancel D1/ǫ, but not
D1 logµ
2/s.
The renormalized S-matrix has 1/ǫ divergences which
are purely IR. These IR divergences lead to IR divergent
cross-sections for parton-parton scattering in the mass-
less theory. In QCD, the IR divergences cancel when
computing a physical process involving IR safe observ-
ables. A textbook example is the cancellation of IR di-
vergences between e+e− → qq¯ at one-loop, and the tree-
level rate for e+e− → qq¯g, to give a IR safe cross-section
for e+e− → hadrons at order αs.
The renormalized S-matrix satisfies the renormaliza-
tion group equation[
µ
∂
∂µ
+ β(g, ǫ)
∂
∂g
]
S = 0 (94)
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where
β(g, ǫ) = −ǫg − b0g
3
16π2
+ . . . (95)
is the β-function in 4−2ǫ dimensions, with b0 = 11CA/3−
2T (WF )/3 − T (CS)/3. Applying Eq. (94) to Eq. (93)
shows that
D1 = α
b0
4π
T . (96)
The one-loop counterterm contribution is equal to the
one-loop β-function times the tree-level amplitude. Thus
we do not need to explicitly compute the counterterm
graphs. Equation (96) and Eq. (93) give
S = αµ2ǫT + α2µ2ǫL− α2µ2ǫ b0
4π
1
ǫ
T . . . , (97)
which relates the renormalized S-matrix to the matching
condition. An expression analogous to Eq. (97) can be
derived to higher orders. Eq. (97) is the renormalized S-
matrix, so all 1/ǫ singularities are IR divergences, which
are present in S-matrix elements for massless particles.
Using Eq. (97), we have computed the qq¯ → gg cross-
section and verified that it agrees with Ellis and Sex-
ton [34]. Some terms in A do not interfere with the tree
amplitude, and hence do not contribute to the cross-
section at order α3. The tree-level amplitude only has
non-zero helicity amplitudes for +− and −+ polarized
gauge bosons, so only the real parts of these one-loop he-
licity amplitudes are checked by the cross-section results
of Ref. [34]. For example, the matrix element M1 only
contributes to ++ and −− polarization states, and so
does not interfere with the tree amplitude. We have also
computed the one-loop helicity amplitudes for ++, +−,
−+ and ++ polarized gauge bosons from the S-matrix
Eq. (97), and verified that they agree with the results in
Ref. [35] for an SU(N) gauge theory. This provides a
check on the result of Sec. III C 4, which is proportional
to M1.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have computed the high-scale matching at one-loop
for vector boson production qq¯ → V ai V bj and scalar pro-
duction qq¯ → φ†φ, for an arbitrary gauge theory, and
given the group theory factors for the standard model.
When combined with the EFT results of Refs. [1, 2], this
gives the renormalization group improved amplitudes for
gauge boson and Higgs production in the standard model.
Numerical plots using these results were already pre-
sented in Refs. [1, 2]. The electroweak corrections to stan-
dard model processes at TeV energies are substantial; for
example the correction to transverse W pair production
at 2 TeV is 37%.
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